HOW TO WRITE A MOTION FOR THE NaSTA AGM
Writing a motion is actually really easy! It’s not supposed to look pretty, it’s just meant to be
a simple, clear document stating what is the case at present and what you propose to be
the case if your motion is passed.
Below is an example that your can use as a template to follow when putting together your
motion.

Motion to the Annual General Meeting of the Association:
MOTION TO MANDATE THE NaSTA EXECUTIVE TO WEAR LIME GREEN ON THURSDAYS
Proposer: DOM KULLANDER, NaSTA DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
Seconder: CARLY BROWN, SUSUTV STATION MANAGER
This Association notes:
1. Lime green is a vivid colour.
2. Lime green if the colour of SUSUtv
This Association believes:
1. SUSUtv should be represented sartorially once a week.
2. Thursday is the only day on which the NaSTA exec do not currently colour
code their outfits.
This Association resolves:
1. To ensure that lime green is available to the NaSTA exec.
This Association mandates:
1. The NaSTA Executive henceforth to wear lime green on a Thursday.

Writing a motion is genuinely that simple, and we encourage anybody with an idea for
change they want to see within NaSTA to propose a motion at the AGM.
Finally, here’s a bit of clarification of how to use certain terms:
-This Association notes is used for statements of complete fact or information that is written
in the constitution.
-This Association believes is used for statements that are simply opinion or things that may
not be written in the constitution but are generally accepted to be the case
-This Association resolves is used to put something into action for the association as a whole.
-This Association mandates is used to put something into action for specific officers or
individuals within the association.
To submit your motion to the AGM, you need to email the above information to Jess
Courtney (NaSTA’s Returning Officer) - returning.officer@nasta.tv by the 13th March.
These will then be discussed at NaSTA’s AGM on 3rd

April.

